The smurf speaks,
the sea too,
once upon a time the angel appeared,
in his sleep he was sweating,
he, who never saw the sea,
he sucked his thumb like a vulture sucks blood,
rain dried his eyes,
his mother’s grave collapsed,
in death there is no solution,
all losses are natural,
he was dancing on a cloud,
transposing his body into another Life,
Lux Aeterna for all mortals,
with or without umbrella,
he feels the inside urge for food, animal and rebel, activist,
he seizes the pathetic dimension of things and does not want anymore to talk about it,
why deprive yourself of the good things,
it is enough to dream for the call to be heard,
the war of the ever changing blue rabbits,
why and how he does not know,
nothing of nothing of nothing,
absolutely everything is black and hopeless.
Love arrives !
My feet are soaked with my tears,
summertimes and the life is easy going,
no more fying carpets,
they have been replaced by artifcial,
why?
For sanitary reasons, a clinical world,
the music seizes it,
there are no more solutions,
hope makes survive,
Easter bells have beautiful gold hairy ornaments,
when do we announce a better world, a better life,
silence is gold,
all truths are not good to be said,
we must explain, explain, educate,
otherwise bestiality soon will be back,
and we shall eat each other,
a royal and disgusting banquet is waiting for us,
100% concentration of a burn-out obligation,
without forks nor knives,
our remaining teeth we shall eat,
in the rain, the mud, the hell,
the Valkyrie's helicopters,
black skies gather,
like exquisite dead bodies eaten by the vermin of time,
I faint, I fy,
I glide into a red sky full of agonies and sacrifces,
cold and sticky songs,
I saliva death, love,
dismembered bodies, shout in vain in the sound-proof space,
there is no noise in that uproar,
a storm of killing bees catches us, surrounds us,
and mercilessly take revenge on us, eat our stomach,
which becomes a volcano of blood.

